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WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A Pen-
tagon task force reported Thursday that
-black frustration and anger" has reach-
ed a dangerous level among U. 6:troops
in Europe.
"We did not anticipate finding such
acute frustration and such volatile anger
as we found among the blacks," the
task force said, "nor did we expect to
find a somewhat lower level of frustra-
tion which was clearly evidenced by
young whites."
"They angrily told us that they had
no reason to be fighting in a white man's
army and in a white man's war," the
report quoted the blacks as say in g.
"They said their place was back in the
States: New York. Chicago. Atlanta,
Detroit, Jacksonville, where they could
fight to liberate and free their black sis-
ters and brothers from the dirty, stink-
ing, teeming ghettos and from all forms
of racial bigotry and oppression."
The report was presented by Frank
W. Render II, deputy assistant defense
secretary for equal opportunity w h o
headed the task force, whica 1/4 .,ited U.S.
See Page 7
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Vietnam GI hits
realtors on bias
NEW YORK — Charges of blatant
housing discrimination have been level-
ed at realtors in Bardstown. Ky., by a
° Negro army captain now serving in Viet-
Documentation of the charges was
made in letters to U. S. Attorney General
John N. Mitchell. Kentucky Gov. Louis
B. Nunn and Bradstown Mayor Guthrie
Wilson.
Copies of his letters to these officials
were f or w a rded by Capt. E. W. Cor-
rothers to NAACP executive director Roy
Wilkins together with a request for as-
sistance from the Association.
Capt. Corrothers' wife, a native of
Bardstown wanted to live ner her fami-
ly, so the couple sought to purchase a
home on Sylvan Drive. Mrs. Corrothers.
who had preceded her husband toibe
city to search for a suitable home, 'VS?'
received very cordially by the realtor,"
the soldier said.
"One month later I arrived in Bards-
town on a 45-day leave for the purpose
of buying the Sylvan Drive house and,
finally, settling my family for the year
I'd be away (in Vietnam)," Capt. Cor-
rothers wrote to the Attorney General.
"However, it hadn't occurred to me'
See Page 7
Fears of racial war in Africa
Mystery shooting.. halt as 1970 draws to a close
Liston Spencer Thomas 50, was
shot to death in front of his girl
friend's house at 2552 Peres, po-
lice reported. Police say there was
some evidence that t h e motive
was robbery. Police added that
Liston closed his place at mid-
night and then drove to the Peres
address. His pistol was missing.
Lastige Branch
..41Innedir qt Mr. and Ms.
Isms Bram& of 31112 Brad-
*:
Carlos Cortez Ayers s o n
of Mrs. Jessye M. Foss of
- 421 Lauderdale, No, F
Fears of wholesale racial war In
Africa — especially in the South — ap-
peared to recede in 2970 and there
were signs the danger will become
more remote in the year ahead. But the
war drums still beat and Rhodesia took
a defiant step towards greater racial
segregation.
South African Premier John Vorster
reaffirmed his government's "outward"
policy of seeking to expand contacts
with black Africa. He became the first
South African Premier to visit a black
African counry when he flew to Mala-
wi in May.
South Africa signed an agreement
providing for a $3.2 million loan to Ma-
dagascar and urged South African busi-
nessmen to take steps to stimulate
Malagasy's economy.
The Ivory Coast's President Felix
Houphouet•Boigny urged the 41-nation or-
ganization of African unity to open ne-
gotiations with South Africa and Portu-
gal aimed at improving relations b e-
tween the OAU and those countries.
The OAU remains opposed to white
minority rule in South Africa, Rhodesia
and Portugese Africa, but most mem-
ber-states favor diplomacy rather than
force to achieve black control of those






Boycott Fed. Bank 1
in construction row E
In an effort to end Union Discrimi-
nation and racism on construction job
sites, members of the Memphis Branch
of the NAACP picketed the Federal
Reserve Bank, last week.
According to the Executive Secre-
tary, Mrs. Maxine Smith, "The Mem-
phis Branch of the NAACP recognizes
the stalemate that now exists in the ne-
gotiations to develop a Memphis Plan





By JOHN A. DIAZ
MIAMI — As the County Commis-
sion 4 Metro) last Tuesday voted to oper-
ate the embattled anti-poverty program
for six months, observers believe that
those that will suffer most from t h e
change will be Negroes.
The performance of the anti-poverty
agency received severe criticism in a
report released by the Office of Econom-
ic Opportunity a day before the change
was scheduled to take place.
The report, in 55 pages, accused
EOPI of failure to serve all the poor
(and the poorest are blacks); and blam-
ed poor administration of Head Start and
job training programs.
After a six-month period the Metro
Commission will designate a perma-
ment agency to succeed the Economic
Opportunity Program, Inc., which will
dissolve on December 31.
The Commissioners adopted a rec-
ommendation presented by County Man-
ager Ray Goode, to the effect that the
anti-poverty program should include "a
large concentration of elderly poor,"
and "Little Havana." where the Span-
ish-speaking population has asked f o r
help.
Commissioner Alex Gordon complain-
ed that the EOPI, which operated t h e
federal anti-poverty program for s i x
years, had "too many chiefs and n o t
enough Indians" and that there was "too
much politics, nepotism and jealousy" in
the operation of the program.
The adoption of the County Mana-
ger's recommendation did not conflict
with the Coalition's report, which call-
ed for "a temporary caretaker role for
Metro, not to last beyond June, 30, 1771."
It was suggested by the Coalition
that an organization to be called Upward
See Page 7
trade industry."
She emphasized that despite a year
of negotiations backed up by the federal
law which outlaws discrimination in the
building trades, and which law also
gives participants in the building trades
the responsibility of activity recruiting
minority employees, progress for black
workers in this area has been practical-
ly nil.
It was reported that there has been
absolute refusal on the part of represen-
tatives of the construction industry to
Getting started
accept a Memphis Plan that will givd
black workers equal opportunity for em-
ployment.
The Mempjhis Branch NAACP is
calling upon its National body to ,file a
suit in the federal courts to combat
these infractions of federal law.
Mrs. Smith stated, "The local
Branch of the ,NAACP is also entering
the direct action phase which is seen
today as a symbol signifying the direc-
tion in which we intend to move in
1971."
again...
A few weeks ago Herman C.
Ewing announced that the Mem-
phis Urban League would act as
an interim Agency to the Early
Childhood Development PrOgram.
When that announcement was
made two weeks ago, Mrs. Jed
Drifus, *Vice Chairman of the Po-
lice Advisory Committee and Mrs.
Doris Holt, also took part in the
news conference, but less then a
week later, the regional office of
Health Education and Welfare an-
nounced that they couldn't spon-
sor a program in interim basis.
This move caused a considerable




The recent setback suffered by the
Early Childhood Development Program
as a result of actions taken by the De-
partment of Health, Education and Wel-
fare on Thursday Dec. 17 will be an
added burden on children, parents and
emploees who took part in that pro-
gram.
During a recent news conference
Herman Ewing, President of the Mem-
phis Chapter of the Urban League, stat-
ed. "In response to numerous inuqiries
received by the Hephis Urban League
concerning the conduct and administra-
Meet Tri-State Defender's
10 top baby contest winners
The 1970 Mei-State Defender big baby contest is history. Only the
awarding of prizes to the ten top lucky winners remains, and that will
take place at a later date.
There are prizes galore, and with their presentation — coming as
it does just after Christmas — it will be almost like a second Christ-
mas for the winners.
The contest this year has been fun, except for the counting of the
Taasasera Leska Gilliam
dINIOMOr 11Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Gilliam at IN Lat-
ham No. 71
Paal Anthony Roberts, son
of Mrs. Maggie B. Roberts
of 1411 Ilielse.
mounds of votes turned in for some of the top placers. Our office staff
has worked into the wee hours of the evening tallying the count, and
with more than 60,000 votes to count those were some sleepless 'Tights.
But, now that it's over with, our management is looking forward
to meeting the top ten winners. Everyone is invited to eome out and
see Memphis' top ten beautiful, black babies — all tops in the big Tri-
State Defender 1970 Annual Baby Contest.
Eddie CEfton sou of Mr. Kimberly Moilidny. domain,-
and Mrs. Clifton s 375 H. er of Mrs. Joys* Holliday
et HMI College it.
tion of the Early Childhood Development
Program."
He continued. "this is to clarify
the present position of the League and
the status of the Memphis and Shelby
County Early Childhood Development
programs."
Mr. Ewing added that the action of
HEW should not reflect on the City
and County in any way. Mr. Ewing
stated, -We were advised by HEW last
Pal!e 7
Darrell Wayne Jones son
of Mr. a n d Mrs. Moddie







daughter of Mrs. Mary
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• Disulbotted By SosirptatirA wir pipe rs
Is the new breed of black elect-
ed public officials across the coun-
try living up to the expectations of
the black citizenry? Can they make
a significant difference in the black
condition?
These are the kinds of questions
being asked by young black cynics
who doubt that social changes will
come through the political process.
They feel that the march to the bal-
lot box is a waste of time.
We have just begun to taste po-
litical power and, I believe, that it is foolhardy to
expect instant social changes. Many of the 1,500 elect-
ed black officials in the nation are getting their first
experiences in office.
The black officials. especially those in state legis-
latures. have begun to take a hard look at what is
happening to our tax dollars. They are beginning to
discover that a lot of these dollars are going down
rat holes.
NAME
All these rat, holes are not in the ghetto either.
Secondly, they are gaining veto power in some in-
stances over moves and measures of the reactionaries
who heretofore operated freely behind closed legisla-
tive doors.
They are moreover initiating moves and measures
that are forcing white public officials to face up to
the realities of the black condition.
Now that President Nixon is promoting his new
federalism concept of blanket cash grants to states
without any federal strings, the blacks in the state
legislatures are going to have their work cut out for
them.
It is especially important. it seems to me. that
our officials focus on those tax dollars. It is a well
documented fact, for instance, that millions of dollars
allocated through scores of special programs to help
the deprived and underprivileged never reach the peo-
ple for whom they were appropriated.
Enormous sums are eaten up by so-called adminis-
trative costs and the little bureaucracies. It is freely
charged that much of the anti-poverty money never
reaches the poor because the "delivery system" takes
a tragic toll.
Too often this "delivery system" includes some
grasping, middle-class, white bigots who could care
less if the black poor starve to death.
Another factor that black public officials are bound
to challenge, sooner or later. is the philosophy of
some of those who make the policies that govern the
disbursement of tax dollars.
Thomas Sowell, a black professor at UCLA, wrote
a bitterly critical article in the New York Times Maga-
zine last week that touches upon this issue. He de-
nounced the white colleges for "skipping over compe-
tent blacks to admit 'authentic' ghetto types."
He wrote under a caption "Those qualified need
not apply" as follows: "The academic world is not
alone in smiling less warmly that one would expect
on qualified blacks. In the business world, much of
the 'black capitalism' effort— when it is not pure
rhetoric— is directed not toward taking the most prom-
ising potential black businessmen and helping them to
make a success of their business ventures, but at taking
some of the more unpromising cases who 'really need'
help and backing them.
''One office in the Small Business Administration(
even, has a rule that no application for a ghetto;
business loan will be accepted unless already turned
down by at least two banks.
-One black businessman having trouble in the ini-
tial stages of his venture was judged to have such
solid prospects that help was refused. He went bank-
rupt because he fell in the category of those who con-
temporary belief says "will make it anyway'."
We know, of course, that many whites like to play
at being God. This is especially true of some of the
academic and governmental bureaucrats who have be-
come "experts" on black people.
Many of them are hostile to blacks who are com-
petent and competitive with whites. They can keep
their in-grained feeling of white superiority by focusing
on psychotic blacks and as Dr. Sowell suggests ac-
quire a "glow of nobility" at the same time. They
can assuage their guilt feelings and still not disturb
their basic bias.
The bright new black elected public officials un-
derstand' all this. They have a commitment to improve
the black condition. As their numbers increase we
.
shal see the beginning of a new period of progress.
Community involement changes old sites
Many of the cliches used
to classify a black communi-
ty will in effect no longer be
used in describing the HYDE
PARK COMMUNITY
A federally funded p r o-
'gram called Code Enforce-
ment Project under the De-
partment of Housing Im-
provement for the City of
Memphis began in 1968 to
make' it possible for home-
owners on a small income to
improve their properties.
"Changing the physical
structure is important, but
changing the mental atti-
tudes is more important,"
said Frank Buford, Direc-
tor of Social Fervices for the
Project."
"In order to provide a
meaningful response f ro m
the community and receive
community participation, the
name of the project is now
called HYDE PARK
NEIGHBORHOOD I M -
PROVEMENT PROJECT.'
he continued.
The area includes the
Hyde Park-Hollywood vici-
nity: Fairfax East; M a t-
thews South; Wolf River
North; May Street West.
The purpose of the proj-
ect is to reshape the com-
munity. Each house is in-
spected, and workers decide
what code violations exist.
After the inspection, home-
owners and rental agencies
receive a copy of the find-
ings. Then a meeting wit h
the homeowners and rental
agencies is held. The prob-
lems and ways to alleviate
them are discussed.
Lewis Twigg and Dewayne
Thieme are financial advi-
sors.
According to Mr. Buford,
the financial advisors con-
fer in depth with the people
and advise them on the fi-
nancial vehicles that can be
used to eliminate the code
violations.
Financial assistance which
has been appropriated by
the Feder al Government
along wi th a percentage
from City Funds, include a
312-Grant and a 3% interest
loan.
The 312-Grant allows the
parties involved to correct
only code violations. Persons
with incomes less than $3,000
are eligible for the grant,
which requires "no p a y
back."
The 3% interest loan is
used to correct code viola-
tions of which 20% can be
applied to general hom e
improvements.
Mr. Buford, who has work-
ed with the project 8i/we it
began, said, "people were
reluctant at first to cooper-
ate because they were afraid
the government would even-
tualty take over their prop-
erty."
"However, we set up the
BLOCK CLUB SYSTEM and
complete information about
the program was supplied,"
he said.
Mr. Buford explained
"When the people in t h e
community saw that we
were looking out for their in-
terest, they began working
whole-heartedly to improve
their property.
"There is less than 25ee of
the properties inspected that
have not been corrected.
We've worked with the peo-
ple', and we've tried to reach
them by making the m
aware of what we have 'o
offer — whether it is in
child care, food st a mp s,
planned parenthood, social
security, health programs
for the blind, disabled and
the retired," he added.
The residents of the com-
munity interviewed, express-
ed that they felt Mr. Buford
and other workers involved,
have demonstrated a deep
interest in the community
project.
They commend Mr. Buford





SCHOOL, Monterey, Calif. —
— An officer here says the
Navy is fulfilling two needs
n-equently advanced by
black leaders—increased edu-
cation for blacks and the op-
portunity to use that edu-
cation in responsible posi-
tion.
Furthermore, the Navy is
willing to do more, according
to 31-year old Lieutenant
Commander Harold A. Wal-
ton, who is studying for a
master's degree in oceano-
graphy at the school.
Walton points out that his
sea duty has been with anti-
submarine warfare ships
and minesweepers. These are
small Navy ships which en-
gaged in operations where a
greater knowledge of
oceanographe has direct ap-
plications.
Walton's degree program
requires 35 quarter hours
of graduate courses and a
thesis topic approved by the
school's oceanography de-
partment. Before he entered
the program, he was ad-
mitted to the engineering
science program, a semi-
preparatory and t eating
program for officers wanting
to enroll in a highly technical
field.
"We get courses directly
related to anti-submarine
warfare here." Walton said,
"as a part of the oceano-
graphy curriculum." He is
hopeful that his'next assign-
ment will be a command or
staff position with the same
kinds of ships to which he
NAACP rapps
Miss. arrest
NEW YORK — NAACP Ex-
ecutive Director Roy Wilkins
sent a telegram to Attorney
General John N. Mitchell
recently protesting "police
harassment and unwarranted
arrest" of Harvey Britton,
an NAACP field director.
Mr. Britton was arrested in
Picayune, Mississippi, De-
cember 9, allegedly for
drunken driving. He was in
Picayune to in vestigate
charges of police brutality
and intimidation.
Text of the wire, which
was also sent to A. S. Sum-
mers, Attorney General of
Mississippi follows:
"National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People g r eatly distrubed
over police harassment and
unwarranted arrest of Field
Director Harvey Britton, 2
p.m., Wednesday December
9. in Picayune, Mississippi.
Mr. Britton was in Picayune
to investigate charges of po-
lice brutality only to be him-
self subjected to police ha-
rassment on trumped up
charges of driving under the
influence of alcohol.
has been assigned.
Walton reported to the
school from the minesweeper
USS E ng a ge (MS0-433)
where he had been assign-
ed as executive officer. He is
a graduate of DeLa Salle
Academy. a high school in
Newport. R. L, and Morgan
State College, Baltimore,
Md., where he received his
B. S. in physics.
When he was graduated
from Officer's Candidate!
School in February 1962, he
reported to the destroyer
escort USS Wiseman (DE
667) where his primary duty
where his primary duty
was as Main Propulsion As-
sistant in the engineering de-
partment. From there he
served aboard USS Charles
Berry (DE 1035) as the First
Lieutenant and Gunnery Of-
ficer. He was the Anti-Sub-
marine warfare (ASW) Of-
ficer for USS Mitscher (DL
2. now DLG 35) before re-
porting to the Engage.
Walton says the degree in
OLD SITES FADE INTO THE PAST . . Above are pic-
tures of some of the changes that have taken place since
the federal government and the city provided funds f o r
improving the HYDE-PARK--HOLLYWOOD AREA. On
the left are pictures of before improvements and on t h e
oceanography will give him
a "subspeciality." If the
Navy organization of tomor-
row develops as Walton feels
it will, officers with "sub-
specialties" will be in de-
mand.
Because of that, he is con-
vinced that the Navy still
has a lot in store for him.
"A lot of this job is just using
common sense," Walton says.
Apparently it has worked
well for him—his last skipper
recommended him for a com-
mand position.
Will postgraduate educa-
tion be helpful to further ad-
vancement? "Perhaps not
immediately." Walton says,
"but I feel that any educa-
tion will help me do my job.
By the 1980's. and maybe
even by the late 1970's, I
think it will become more and
mcele a factor in the selection
process."
Rear Admiral Robert W.
elcNitt, superintendent of
the Postgraduate Sc h oo I,
echoes Walton's ideas. He
contends that "the Navy!
has always given preference
in assignments and pro-
motions to tough-minded of-
ficers who have demonstrat-
ed a master of practical pro-
fessional knowledge and the
intellectual competence to
attack and solve new and un-
familar problems.
"The officer who has the .
good fortune to attend the
Naval Postgraduate School
will acquire a thorough un-
derstanding of the forces
around him and his ability
to control and shape them
to useful ends, a greater
potential for future service
at sea and ashore.
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Hundreds of New Fall MEN'S
100% Wool Worsted SUITS
MUST BE SOLD!
RIDICULOUSLY
LOW PRICED AT $49.95
ornpare `abric, trimming and tailoring with suits -ustinig
•nany dollars more and see for yourself. Baxter soecializ
in Business Suits for Business Men at Big Maker-to
Nearer savings. If you want to pay $100 or more for a
good man's suit that's your business. If you want to pay
$49.95 to $65 -- None higher that's Baxter's business.
• ALTERATIONS ERIE C•0140 hs- 5.• Fee Yourself •
USE BANK—AMERICARD or MASTER CfriARGE
RAXTER
CLOTHES t-
2212 LAMAR 12 N. CLEVELAND 1911 S THIRD
try"eg, Ar"..eys At mgdison SeitrifIger* SIrrepP;.4111
ShaPPrrig C•mor OPEN EVERY NIGHT Tit. XMAS conte,
right, after improvements. According to Frank Buf or d,
Director of Social Services for the Project, "the residents
of the community have worked extremely hard to improve
their properties, "A physical change and a mental change
are evident throughout the area."
GUIDEPOST
MUSING: That is the glory of the spirit
By CARLOTTA WATSON, COUNSELOR
of Christmas. It triumphs ever all obsta-
cles; it breaks down all barriers: it flour-
ishes in all countries and in every heart.
For the spirit of Christmas fulf ill s the
greatest hunger of mankind.
Loring A. Schuler
CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK. Ha v e
you lost the common touch? Do you give a lit-
tle bit of yourself? Take a backward glance,
into the valley of segregation . . . see those
giants on whose shoulders you stand . . . John
F. Kennedy, Thurgoad Marshall. Martin Luth-
er King . . . a backward glance and you will
see how far we have come. We are viewing the
promised Land because we are standing on
the shoulders of those who have gone on be-
fore.
Once in South America. I had the opportu-
nity to gaze upon what could have had the dis-
tinction of being the highest mountain in t h e
world. But instead, because it erupted, what I
saw was only a flat topped hill. The mountain
lost its opportunity to become the greatest be-
cause it BLEW ITS TOP. Young people, and
old people who think YOUNG . . . keep grow-
ing, develop your salable talent. You will get
kicks . . . yes, but kicked Up not DOWN . • .
kicked OUT not IN. Those footprints in the seat
of your pants. may serve as a reminder of how
far you have come, and the price you paid. The
pace is swift, the stakes are high — there is no
time to waste buying things you do not want,
to impress people YOU DON'T LIKE. Be a
Mountain MAN, not a spiritual CASUALTY.
DON'T BLOW YOUR TOP! Share your talent
freely . . give a little of yourself . . . Remem-
ber, you CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU. If you
use your initiative you may have the opportuni-
ty to walk with kings, but never lose the com-
mon touch. Use your initiative, and you need
not ask for greatness . . GREATNESS will be
thrust upon you.
Finally, work like you will live always,
Pray like you will pass on tomorrow, because
YOU like the Giants who have gone on before
may make the world a little better or a little
worse for having lived in it. Start today.
It will make your Christmas MERRIER,
and your NEW YEAR HAPPIER.
An Old Forester kind of gift.
It a taste that been celebrated for Ix years.
Now you have two reasons to give Old Forester.
Great taste. And good looks.
At 86 or 100 proof "There is nothing better es the market"
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CHRIS' CHRISTMAS BAG...Sunday at Ten-
nessee State University President and Mrs.
A. P. Torrence entertained children of fac-
ulty, and staff members at the President's
Andual Christmas Party. Chris, the three-
Year-old daughter of Mrs. Annie R. Jennings,
has just received her Christmas bag full of
candies, nuts, and fruits from Old. St. Nick
MIDDLE BAPTIST
The public is invited to at
tend Christmas Services at
the Middle Baptist Church.
2455 Lamar (at Keating) on
Christmas Eve, Dec. 24,
1970.
Fellowship hour will con-
vene from 10:00 p.m. to
11:00 p.m, Worship services
will begin at 11:00 p.m. and
hold until Midnight.
The pastor. Rev. Ben
Hooks w ill deliver the
Christmas message.
The public is invited to
attend Loyalty Week, Janu-
ary 3-8. 1971 at the Middle
Baptist Church. 2455 Lamar
Ave.
The services will begin
each night at 7:30 p.m.
The pastor. Rev. Ben
Hooks will speak during the
week's observance. Mass




The Annual meeting of
the Memphis Branch
NAACP was held Dec. 20 at
4:00 p.m. at the Mt. Olive
C.M.E. Church.
Reports of the activities
of the year were made by
Branch officers and , the
Executive Secretary
This was the last meet-






opera diva of the Metropoli-
tan, will appear in Mem-
phis in concert January 14.
at the Music Auditorium.
Miss Price will be present-
ed in concert, as part of
the Memphis State Uni-
versity Opera season and
will be co-sponsored by Arts
Appreciation of Memphis.
A native of Laurel. Mis-
sissippi, t h e magnificent
American soprano's career
and meteoric rise to the
top of her profession has
been unique. In her first
year at the Metropolitan
Opera, she was presented
in seven different roles and
has been awarded unpre-
cedented a n d continuing
accolades. including "Prima
Donna Assoluta" of the in-
ternational music world.
The role of Cleopatra in
Samuel Barber's new opera.
Antony and Cleopatra, was
premiered by L eo ntyne
Price at the opening night
of the new opera house in
Lincoln Center in 1966 -
the m ost -coveted-honor-in
the-history-of-music.
Tickets for Miss Price's
- p.m. concert on January
14 at the Music Hall are
now on sale at the MSU
Box Office, located in the
Student Center at 321-1043 -
or at Arts Appreciation,
64 Court Ave, 526-1081.
• • *
VAN GUARD
The Vanguard Club will
hold its second annual Sports
Banquet Saturday evening
February 6, 1971 at the
Chisca Plaza Motor Hotel.
The gala occasion will
be a salute to former foot-
ball players of LeMoyne-
Owen College, who will be
special guests along with
other sports personalities
expected to be in ttendance.
Mr. W. P (Jack) Adkins,
DOW on the faculty of Phoe-
111:\ College. Phoenix. Ariz.
and former coach of Le-
Moyne College N. fea-
tured speaker for the oeca
'ion.
Many football fans- and
citizens of Memphis re-
member the days when Le-
while Dr. Torrence looked on. Nearly a hun-
dred children under twelve were guests at
the party which was planned by Mrs. Anne
Martin, Director of the Social Welfare Pro-
gram at the•University and majors in that
Area. Tommie Lewis, a social welfare ma-
jor is St. Nick. JOE ZINN PHOTO
Moyne C o liege was a
power in football, produc-
ing numerous outstanding
players, many of whom
still live in Memphis and
occupy responsible positions
in the business, political.
civic, social and educational
affairs of the community.
According to reports
several former players who
live in other cities have
indicated they will be on
hand for the re-union of
their fellow teammates.
The Club is composed of
a group of civic, social
and sports minded men
and has been organized
some 13 years and charter-
ed h the state in 1961
For seVeral years it has
made contributions to many
worthy causes and organ-
izations. Willie J. Clark
is president, Booker T.
McChristian, secretary, and
Sam R. Brown, business
manager.
OATH
HOUSTON, — A five-year
study on the impact of Vati-
can Counc i 1 II on inter-
religious understanding
throughout the Wester n
world has shown that de-
spite u n precedented and
impressive progress, there
remain a number of crucial,
unresolved questions on
Catholic-Jewish r e 1 a t ion,
ships in the United States,
Latin America, and Western
Europe.
Results of the study by
the American Jewish Com
mittee, pioneer human re-
lations agency, were made
public recently by Commit-
tee President Philip E. Hoff-
man and Arthur N. Green.
berg. Chairman of the Inter-
religious Affairs Commission,
which conducted the study,
at the Committee's policy-
making National Executive
Council meeting at Houston.
Mr. Hoffman pointed out
that the positive factors
outweighed the negative ones
in the United States and
Western Europe, and that
some progress had been
achieved in Latin America
However, he added, a great
deal more had to be done be-
fore it could be said that the
Vatican Declaration h a d
been satisfactorily imple-
mented.
In the United States. Mr.
Hoffman said, these were
among the deficiencies noted
in the lnterre uogsfiiiaAsrfl
Commission study:
An inadequate Catholic
theology of Judaism as a
living and permanent faith
and tradition. valid in its
won terms as a vehicle of
salvation for the Jewish
people that has not been
"superseded by Christiani-
ty."
* An inadequate Jewish
religious or theological un-
derstanding of Christianity,
since Jewish tradition is
also ambivalent regarding
the legitimacy of Christian-
ity's
* An inadequate presenta-
tion of the Jewish people in
Catholic history books and
of Christians in Jewish his-
tory books.
A lack of deeper under
standing by Catholics of the
meaning of Isreal to the
Jewish people and to Juda-
ism.
* The apparent emergence
of certain forms of Christian
ecumenism as an instru-
ment for excluding Jews
from social action programs
and for weakening Ameri-
can pluralism.
Mr Greenberg referred to
various positive results of
the Vatican Council Declara-
tion, including a number of
new publications introducing




of other world religions, and
increased mass media co-
operation.
The study was conducted
under the direction of Rabbi
Marc H. Tanenbaum, who
heads the AJC's interreli-
gious affairs programs.
The outstanding achieve-
ment of the Declaration, Mr.
Hoffman added, was the
beginning of a major effort
leading to the creation of
a whole new Christian cul-
ture regarding Jews, Juda-
ism and Isreal.
Prior to Vatican Council
II. he stated. "the Catholic
c u It u re — whose basic
themes were established by
the Church fathers in the
first four centuries a n d
subsequent c h urch legis-
lation — either ignored Juda-
ism as a living religion, or





ATLANTA, Ga. — Dr.
Joseph Johnson, professor of
biochemistry at Altanta Uni-
versity, has completed a spe-
cial e x p erience-in-industry
program undertaken by
Eastman Kodak Company in
conjunttion with the Na-
tional Urban Ldague.
pr. Johnson was employ-
ed between the Spring and
Fall semesters in the
chemistry division of the
K oda k Research Labora-
tories, Rochester, N. Y. His
project involved work with
enzymes.
College instructors in the
program obtain expdrience
in areas where the students
will soon be wbrking. Thus,
they can better Worm stu-
dents as to what is 'required
by Industry.
"It helps me to keep up
with current advances in
biochemistry," he said of
his work at Kodak. "I've
been doing pure research
and I'm becoming more
familiar with instrumenta-
tion and techniques w hi c h
my students can use, too.
Many of them join indus-
Dr. Johnson taught under-
graduates at Bethune-Cook-
man College, Daytona
Beach, Florida, for four
years prior to joining the
graduate teaching staff o f
Atlanta University this year.
In previous summer pro-
grams he worked with
a pharmaceutical company.
Dr. Johnson is a former res-
ident of Memphis, Tenn.
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We never know, as we go about our daily chores,
iust how others are affected or impressed by what we
do.
If and when anyone sees fit to give any one of
us special recognition for performing a duty, which
is also a labor of love, it sort of overwhelms one.
Approximately one month ago, when a Mrs. Rita
Jones expressed a desire to sponsor a testimonial in
honor of the "church news scribe," I insisted that she
alld the people of the Youg.hiogheny community
would instead, allow me to help them in any way
possible.
However. I'm sure, you have guessed that they went
about making preparations as they had planned to in
the first place. and I must confess that it was one of
the most impressive occasions that it has been my
privilege to witness.
The New. Hope Baptist Church in New Haven,
Pa., the scene of the Sunday afternoon affair, is a
beautiful 'little wooden church on a hill.' The pastor
of the church was the Master of Ceremonies. The mod-
erator of the association was principal speaker. It was
quite something!
Missionary leaders of various churches in t h e
Youghiogheny Valley, most of whom I had ii6ver seen
in person, really made this a "red letter day" in my
life.
In addition to presenting me with a beautiful
bronze plaque, inscribed — "For Christian Witness in
Journalism," these new found friends announced the
organization of a "Willa Mae Rice Christian Socie-
ty," to involve workers of all the churches in the val-
ley, and presented the honoree with a Chalice with
the name of the new organization inscribed there-on.
For the first time in my life, I was really speech-
less!
There is so much more that I would like to share
with you, about the centerpiece for which they used
copies of the Courier local Church Page as a back-
drop. I could mention the car-escort, which they sent
to lead the procession of friends from Pittsburgh; the
photographer whom the7 had engaged to remain
throughout the afternoon to prepare an album of pic-
tures taking every phase of the action.
They were all so warm and wonderful. It all seem-
ed like a dream.
In response. I could only say, "What deed of merit
has been mine, that God to me should send, of all His
gifts, the most divine, my other soul — A CHRISTIAN
FRIEND.
As we think this week particularly of the Advent
of Christ on earth. and engage in the commercial ob-
servance of Christmas, can you think of Christ as a
salesman?
Yes, Christ. He was the best salesman civilization
has ever known. He knocked on the doors of men's
hearts, He sought admittance to their reason, He
pleaded to be let into their lives.
And, as any truly ccnscientious salesman must,
Christ made his wares acceptable by being sincere,
by offering service and sacrifice and by telling the
truth about what He represented.
In the area of public relations, Christ was the
greatest. He used parables to get his point across.
He performed miracles to dramatize his "God-gen-
erated" power. He was indeed the middleman between
God and man.
There is nothing which can move the heart of man
like the perfection and purity of a baby. The baby
Christ electrified the world; the man Christ healed I
the sick, raised the dead and bore our cross of sin;
the crucified Christ was a demonstration of fortitude,
faith and love; the Risen Christ is universal power!
Because Christ came, we may have A HAPPY'
A ND HOLY CHRISTMAS! HALLELUJAH!
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories •
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Plan Your Order Now
For lailviduale And Groups
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AMEZ missionary officer is
honored by surburban churches
NEW HAVEN, Pa. — New
Hope Baptist, a little wooden
church on a hill in Scott Ha-
ven, Pa., became a citadel of
love and gratitude for Willa
Mae Rice, New Pittsburgh
Courier Church News Editor,
on a recent Sunday afternoon,
when it was the scene of a
Testiminial Celebration giv-
en in her honor.
Mrs. Rita Jones, who was
the hardworking chairman
of the very warm and mean-
ingful observance, left no
stone unturned in planning.
She had even arranged to
have a car lead the proces-
sion of relatives and friends
from Pittsburgh to New Ha-
ven.
While most of the people
gathered admitted that they
had known the honoree only
by her picture in the column
and her weekly Messages
"FROM ThIS PEW" in the
Courier, they testified that
they were happy to be a part
of an occasion to honor one,
whom they termed "as a ra-
diant witnessing Christian."
The inscription on the
beautiful bronze p I aq ue
which they presented to the
honoree read — "For Chris-
tian Witness in Journalism."
The Rev. Nathaniel Whit-
field, pastor of Mt. Ararat
Baptist Church, Cardale, Pa
and moderator of the Yough-
iogheny, Western Baptist As-
sociation, delivered the main
address for the afternoon and
praised Mrs. Jones the spon-
sor for having the spirit to
recognize meritorius labors
of a Christian worker.
He took his theme from
the unique centerpiece, which
featured the Raven and the
Dove of scriptural signifi-
cance, against a backdrop of
Courier's Religious page,
topped by Mrs. Rice's col-
umn.
Then he congratulated the
honoree. Mrs. Rice. for giN -
ing herself so generously
to a Christian cause and
doing a job well, that friends.
some of whom did not know
her personally ,would have a
desire to salute her.
Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas,
a member of Mt. Zion Bap-
tist Church, West Newton and
a missionary worker from
the Connellsville district,
presented a series of floral
tributes to 16 honor guests,
among whom were the hus-
band of the honoree, H. Ray-
mond Rice; her brother,
Lieut. Leo A. Anderson;
friends, Mrs Corrie Winston,
who represented the Alle-
gheny AME Zion Conference,
and Wesley Center Church;
Mrs. Fannie Royston, presi-
dent of the Goodwill Ambas-
sadors of Goodwill, of Oak-
land, and Mrs. Alma Chand-
ler of John Wesley AME Zion
Church, Pittsburgh.
The Rev. James Friday,
pastor 'of New Hope Baptist
Church, Scott Haven, genial
host for the occasion, extend-
ed words of welcome and
presided for the afternoon.
Music for the afternoon
was provided by the choir of
New Hope Church under the
direction of Mrs. Rita Jones
and Deacon Greer, the fea-
tured soloist from Mt. Zion
Baptist, West Newton.
As an unexpected surprise
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announced that they were in
the process of organizing a
Mission Department, of which
"Willa Mae Rice Christian
Society" among the mem-
bers of the churches in the
valley, and stated that their
purpose is to work to imple-
ment some of the principles
that Mrs. Rice and her writ-
ings inspire.
Deacon William McClendon
thec presented the honoree
with an inscribed trophy,
which he said represented
the chalice from which Christ
drank and becomes a symbol
to all Christian follower::
The chalice was inscribea
from "The Willa Mae Rice
Christian Society."
Other presentations were
made by. Mrs. Corrie Win-
ston. an AME Zion confe-
rence officer, who read a
beautiful tribute from the
Wesley Center AME Zion
President's Council. of which
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HOLIA"140 D - Handsome Jim Brown, who is terribly
involved with the Missaysippi Food First Program which he
founded along with several of his athlete buddies, swung open
the doors of his Sunset Plaza Dr. hillside home over the week-
end and had quite a cocktail soiree. Jim's home is up the
hill and around the corner from Johnny Mathis', therefore I
wasn't the least bit surprised when I ran into Clem Mathis.
Clem. Johnny's father, was in town to take care of his son's
pad while he fulfilled an engagement at Caesars Palace in
Las Vegas. Clem informed me that the entire Mathis clan
would either spend Christmas with Jonnny or at the family
home in San Francisco. - In town for television appearances
and to promote their latest recording, the Del-Fonics called to
invite me down to the Apartment for a party they were host-




do I just couldn't make it; however,• we under-
unimpeachable sources that the affiar was quite
While Bob Jones is getting settled into his new po-
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 4 178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300
sition with International Management Co. and Jobette Music
rcan liberationPublishing Co. as their new Publicity Manager, we have been f iassigned to report the local showbiz gossip. Do be patient un•Ul I really get to grooving. - "Red, White and Black" the story
of the legendary all-black 10th Cavalry will have its 
off 
invita-
Johnson, Robert DoQui, Cesar Romero and numerous others S ru e
will be screened for one-week for Academy Award considera-
tion. I also mustn't forget to mention the outstanding job that
Allen Wood has been doing to promote this fine film. - Speak-
ing of the Academy Awards, Melinda Mercouri, she is doing
her biography with the help of Rex Reed, arrives here short-
ly to some advance Oscar campaigning for her role in Jules
liassins "Promise At Dawn," the story of Romain Gary's moth-
:T.
Following the dreadful reviews Eloise Laws received while
appearing with Belafonte ip Las Vegas, you may rest assur-
ed that she will not be working with him following the ful-
fillment of her current agreement. We hear Belafonte even
went so far as to choose the songs she sang. - Next week we
plan to give you the real lowdown behind the troubles Bob
Jones had with David Horwitz and Diahann Carroll during the
4th Annual Beverly Hills - Hollywood NAACP Image Awards.
According to Bob, David Horwitz applied behind the scenes
pressure. - Smokey Robinson was expected on the West afast
for the big screening of his Smokey Robinson Show, however,
his wife was infanticlpating which prevented his being present.
- Berkeley was the scene of the big party Fantasy Records
hosted honoring The Creedence Clearwater Revival over the
weekend. Creedence's records sell by the millions and their
fans are black, wite, blue and green. Fantasy flew in key
press from around the country to enjoy two-days by the Bay
and to attend a live concert by this outstanding group, we'll
have more about this funfilled weekend- in next weeks report.
Lou Rawls reportedly will be leaving Capitol Records at
the expiration of his contract and will be joining Mike Curb
& Co. at MGM Records. It seems such a pity that Capitol
hasn't been able to come up with a hit record for this ta-
lented guy. - Friends of Sammy Davis, Jr.'s are really wor-
ried about his health these days. He should take a close look
at all of the activity he's currently involved in. - The Jack-
son 5 will jet out the day after Christmas for a tour if the
Southeast. Their Christmas album is one of the biggest sellers
of the holiday season. - Emmit Cash, the hot young designer,
is confabbing with Raquel Welch about a line of clothes for
women that would use her measurements and her name. -
"Stoned Love" by The Supremes has surpassed the million
sells mark and is their 26th million selling record, and is
the second one for the group since Jean Terrell became a
member.
• "AAEMPHIS''FINEST DESIGNERS SHOE 'CENTER"
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the OAU's 1969 "Lusaka Manifesto"
which said:
"We would prefer to negotiate ra-
ther than kill. We do not advocate vio-
lence: we advocate an end to the vio-
lence against human dignity which is
now being perpetrated by the oppressors
of Africa."
At home, Vorster's ruling national
party won resounding national and pro-
vincial election victories over the ultra-
rightwing Herstigte Nasinale Party
(1-INP), which views any rapport with
black Africa as the beginning of the end
of white rule in Southern Africa.
The Rhodesian government, still de-
fiant of world opinion five years after
seizing independence from .Britain, i s
expected to open negotiations in 1971
with the British conservative govern-
ment, which appears more inclined to-
wards a reconciliation than its laborite
predecessors. But the conservatives re-
main committed to eventual black ma-
jority rule in Rhodesia and observers
on both sides give the talks little chance
of succeeding.
Prospects of a settlement grew
more remote when the Rhodesian gov-
ernment introduced legislation in 1970
providing for the eviction of blacks and
other non-whites from white residen-
tial areas, and announced plans to se-
gregate cinemas, swimming pools and
other facilities.
In Portugal's African territories, the
costly war against guerrilla forces
fighting for independence enters its 10th
year in 1971 with little prospect of vic-
tory for either side. In an effort to
undercut any popular support for t h e
guerrillas, Portuguese Prime Minister
Marcell° Caetano introduced consti-
tutional changes granting self-govern-
ment to Angola Mozambique and Port-
uguee Guinea.
About 35,000 Portuguese troops are
stationed in swampy Portuguese Guinea
on African's western coast. Foreign ob-
servers and that guerrilla forces,
well-equipped with communist a r m s,
roam freely in about two-thirds of the
territory.
Portugal claims the insurgents ope-
rate from bases inside the neighbor-
ing Republic of Guinea, a former
French colony. The Republic's Pres-
ident Ahmed Sekou Toure said his Mar-
xist-oriented regime repelled an inva-
sion of African and European mercena-
ries in November, launched with Por-
tugal's help. A United Nations mission
which visited Guinea supported t h e
claim. Portugal denied any involvement.
In Mozambique, Portuguese troops
went over to the offensive in 1970, sally-
ing forth from fortified outposts a n d
employing the hit-and-run tactics of the
guerrillas. The insurgents have suffer-
ed serious setbacks, including the loss.
of huge arms and ammunition dumps.
In the former French Colony of
Chad the revolt of the Chadian National
Liberation Front against pro-French
President Francois Tombalbaye enters
its fifth year in 1971. France has said
it will withdraw its 1,500-man force
from the country by mid-1971.
Economically, Africa made substan-
tial strides in 1970.
In the Congo, Belgigns who fled the
country's five-year civil war began re-
turning to run industry, mining a n d
schools. Gen. Joseph Mobutu, who seized
power in 1965, was overwhelmingly
elected President for a seven-year term
in the nation's first Presidential elec-
tions.
Mobutu has thrown the doors open
to all but Communist investment. The
state-controlled copper industry is e x-
panding. Trade even with South Afri-
ca, is booming. But education, transport
and agriculture are still backward and
soaring inflation has made Kinshasa, the
capital, a more expensive city to live in
than New York.
War failed to slow massive econo-
mic development in Angola and Mozam-
bique. Oil flotved in ikreasing quanti-
ties from the Portuguese enclave of Ca-
binda at the mouth of the Congo River.
Angola yielded diamonds and some of
the world's richest high-grade iron ore.
Final standings
I. Sherita Louise Branch
2. Darrell Wayne Jones
3. Carlos Cortez Ayers
4. Tamera Louise Gilliam
5. Paul Anthony Roberts
6. Atidfrey Angelo Roberson
7. Eddie Clifton
8. Kimberly Holiday
9, Luella Annett Richmond
10. Bridget Felshia Wooden
11. Marvin Bullard
12. Tia Deshon Owens
13. Claudett Nichole Talbert
14. Felice D. Crutcber
15. Laurett L. Bell
16. Derek Wayne Clark
17. Gerald & Terald Ricberson
18. William Michael Easter
19. Katrina Renee Jones
20. Arlon Fitzgerald Brown
21. Lisa & Keschia Green
22. Michael Suggs
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• By NAT D. WILLIAMS7: Well, in the parlance of some newsmen, this one "wrapsIt up" . . . the aeries of reminiscent features recalling someof the high-polnts in the life of "Beale Street Where the BluesBegan."
The series stemmed from the concern of the Tri-State De-fender regarding the Beale Street Renewal Program now inprogress. The shambles resulting from the progress of the pro-gram pinpointed the need for something to be written or sungor said to preserve some of the more significant memories ofBeale Street . . . one of the most famous thoroughfares inthe world.
rs mem objective of the series in the Defender has been todocument those signifleant aspects of the street's past thatmade it outstanding. The famed "blues" tunes which were cap-tured by W. C. Handy and became the foundation of j a z z„America's greatest cultural contribution in the area of currentpopular music, originated on Beale Street. Much of their storywas told in the series. And due credit for the series must begiven to Col. George W. Lee, the "Boswell of Beale Street". . whosebook, "Beale St. . . . Where the BluesBegan," is an authoritative source.
It was noted that Beale Street not only added color to mu-sic such as the blues, but it was a rich source of Gospel
:Beale's songs end today with lingering melodies
Songs, Spirituals, and even classical tunes.
Beale Street's role in the early educational, business, pro-
fessional, religious and general cuitural activities of bla ck
Memphis from the mid-19th century down to the present day
of its physical destruction was outlined in the Defender series.
Even the dietary habits of the noted street's habitues were de-
icribed.
Over and beyond a mere historical resume of Beale Street,
it was also the writer's objective to suggest, mostly by impli-
cation, something of the psychological, sociological, and over.
all cultural significance of a major concentration of Black
Americans . . . in their transition from a rural to an urban
environment. Beale Street was one of the first and most im-
portant black urban centers. It was a serviceable laboratory. a
handy research area . . . right-at-hand school for those wish-
ing to study the evolution of the black man from the simpli-
city of peonage on the plantations of the rural South to the
sophisticated ghetto "hustlin" of the average American city
. . . North or South.
Beale Street was more than a mere center for underworld
characters, prostitutes, and confidence men. It served succes-
sively as a center for budding black entrepreneurs in business
. for black educators ... for black musicians
. for black religious leaders... fni white oppor-
Universal moves branch office
After nearly 48 years,
Universal Life Insurance
Company's Hernando Street
office closed its doors
in the face of progress, and
moved to a new location at
705 So. Parkway E.
A bit of nostalgia was in-
volved in the move, as the
Beale Street Urban Renew-
wal Project took over the
site of the Company's first
owned home office building.
It has been used as a
branch office since the
home office occupied new
quarters on Linden Street
at Danny Thomas Blvd. in
1949.
The new branch office
location on South Parkway
East is conveniently located
with off-street parking. Pre-
sently undergoing remodel-
ing, the public will be in-
vited to an onen house unon
its completion. Manager
W. E. Bates wishes all
Memphis policyowners to
know that the office is now
open, however, and policy-
owners are being serviced
daily from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. The telephone number
is 774-0930
Nixon policy shields racism
says NAACP's labor director
Public funds being paid
out to government contrac-
tors in building and con-
struction trades are subsi-
dizing racial discrimination
in employment, says Her-
bert Hill, national director of
labor of the NAACP. Writing
in the current issue of So-
cial Policy magazine, Hill
charges that the Nixon ad-
ministration "has abandon-
ed even the pretense of en-
forcing federal guidelines to
implement Executive Order'
11246 which prohibits dis-
criminatory practices by
government contractors."
Hill says, "High govern-
ment officials who piously ,
demand 'law and order'.
from Black Americans arel
the same public officials
who refuse to enforce the
law in protecting the rights
of Black workers against
discrimination in employ-
ment." This double standard
"mocks the law and breeds.
contempt for it," says Hill.
He says the irony of call-
ing for "law and order"
while ignoring illegal job
bias is not lost upon the
Black citizens of cities
where their rates of unem-
ployment and underemploy-
ment have reached crisis
proportions. Hill scores the
Nixon administration for
"destroying the Philadelphia
Plan" which would "break
the 'lily white' union mono-
poly in the building trades
by placing thousands of
Black workers on federal
workers on federal construc-
tion projects throughout the
country." He charges that
abandonment of the Phila.!
delphia Plan is a payoff toj
the building trades unions
for their support of the war
in Indochina.
As a substitute for the
Philadelphia Plan, the U.S.
Department of Labor is pro-
moting and funding so-called
"Hometown Solutions" for
government con trac tors
which, he says, neither es-
tablish contractual duties
nor contain legal sanctions.
Hill asserts the Nixon policy
permits the "hard-hats" to
perpetuate thOr racist poli-
cies when fulfilling govern- '
ment orders.
Hill also assails govern-
meat funded Outreach pro-
grants, which are supposed
to 'prepare minority youth
for admission into union-
-
controlled a pore nticeship
training. He claims that ap-
prenticeship programs for
Blacks in the building trades
that are subsidized by mil-
lions of dollars of public
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tunists . . . for black a nd white men and women "on
the make." Beale Street was the "king" of America's "black
streets" . . . those centers of segregated black communi-
ties which became so typical and expected in most American
cities . . . and are still so, while the nation seeks solutions
to the ,problem of segregated housing, based on race. Beale
Street became the gayest of the "black streets", and the sound
of its musical innovations swept around the world . . . and in
the words of Colonel Lee, "set the shoulders of kings and
potentates swinging to the rhythm of the Beale Street Blues."
Today, Beale Street is rapidly becoming a memory. Wheth-
er or not it has enough meaning to black Memphians and Black
Americans generally elsewhere, to preserve is problematical.
The black man's sense of history is still little more than
a medley of words . . . half serious largely cajoling, and most-
ly sound-off demands for attention. His real attachment to
serious history has yet to be established — even serious history
of his own black past. For that reason there are sound leads
to conclude that the passing of Beale Street is of small mo-
ment to most blacks. It will take a long time before bla ck
folk, especially, the educated ( book-learned) or "respectable"
ones will relate themselves to Beale Street. That is most like-
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Orleans, 18th and Vine in Kansas City, State Street and South
Park in Chicago, Joe Johnson in Nashville, Seventh Avenue in
New York's Harlem. Thd black American's sense of black his-
tory needs much cultivation. So, as far as black Memphis is
generally concerned, the end of Beale Street means nothing.
But there are... here and there... black
and white Memphians and people all over America and the
world . . . who will join in a requiem for that "bLack
old gal, known as Beale Street. .. Beale Str eet Mama,
if you please . . . who was willing to settle for "a p i g- f o• t
and bottle 'o beer" . . . who hated "to see dat eveni n'
sun go down" . . . who swore that "Ef I'm f eel i n'
tomorrow lak I feel today . . I'm gonna pack my grip sad
make my get-away" . . . and yet, joined the Blind men.
who stood on Beale Street's corners and sang, "I'd rather he
here than any place I know."
Perhaps most fitting is what Beale Street's "Boswell,"
Colonel George W. Lee wrote in closing his book, "B sale
Street Where The Blues Began," namely "The clouds are at
last rolling back and Beale Street sleeps serenely as it has
slept, for many years under southern skies near "Old M a n
River" . . . The glory that was Greece, the grandeur that was
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- The resignation of James Farmer as assistant secretary in
Et,he Department of Health, Education and Welfare occassioned
1lb surprise to those who knew him and were aware of the
±alter placed around his neck. It was a marriage of convenience
:11,ritich was bound to break up soon or late. In truth, it lasted
Ignger than most people expected.
nor
= Farmer, who was a moving figure in the creation and pro-
votion of the Congress for Racial Equality CORE). was
bought into the Nixon Administration obviously with the view
allay the anxiety of black citizens who had begun to look
Zvith increasing alarm the failure of President Nixon to name
j_Negrn to a post of importance.
MOB
-
▪ President Johnson had a Negro in his official cabinet, and
irg named another to the United Supreme Court. These were
=0 designations of landmark significance which many people
3hought would be followed by the succeeding Administration as
;al established tradition.
— The new President, however., did not follow the precedent
•or
Met by his predecessor. The reason given by highly placed Re-
Zniblicans was that Mr. Nixon felt no compulsion, political or
to give a high ranking spot in his official family to
-a black man since the Negro vote went overwhelmingly to
riubert Humphrey.
— There were two reasons for this. 1. Mr. Nixon exerted no
=fort throughout the whole course of the campaign to court
ake black vote. He studiously avoided such centers of black
•eolicentration as Harlem 'in New York and Southside in Chicago.
=, Candidate Nixon devoted much time and energy to the
Mtrategy of bringing the South into the GOP fold. He couldn't
"that and beckon the Negro voter to his camp at the same
Zue.
•••••
This was not a dilemma. It was a logical choice for a
liard nosed politician who placed victory above all other con-
aiderations. Now that he was firmly and comfortable settled
the White House, Mr. Nixon gave some thought to the Negro
mestion.
▪ The question of where to put a black man in the Adminis-
aation and who should be anointed was resolved with the ap-
aointment of Farmer. It was good fishing. For, Farmer was a
isswerful figure in the civil rights movement, a man with pas-
pnate rhetoric and convincing logic. Negroes, and Farmer
Iiimself. thought that he would be able to counsel the Adminis-
=ration into better ways of winning the affection and respect
Mf the blacks. The post of assistant secretary in the HEW De-
artment turned out to be no more consequential than that of an
-office boy. He had no power, no voice in decision-making. He
:WaS given the detestable task of defending administrative poli-
ales that were at odds with black interests especially in the
rea of school desegregation. They could not silence and
h- ake an office boy for long of a man as proud and as corn-
..Paitted to racial justice as James Farmer. It is safe to as-
-sume that he remained on the job as long as he thought he
:vuld do some good. His resignation bears the imprint of pain-
=1:11 disillusionment and leaves the Administration without a sin-




- An 11-month school year has been tried by New York
7-State'.i Education Department. Though this is purely an ex-
verimental project, much criticism has been directed against it.
:Yet it is too early, we think, to say whether this would or could
:Strove so be a good step either for the state. as a whole or for
omniunities on individual basis.
—▪ However, the problem of modern education has become so
-vast and complex that new techniques, concepts and approach-
are urgently needed. There are arguments for the 11-month
Zetwol year. But the experiment runs afoul of strongly entrench-
:a interests and customs.
a.
ON!
• The opposition should not be allowed to halt change if such
z▪ *.e.nge ciao „Awe advantageous to school children in these
:01ficuit & manding times. This may be just the step need-
"Ild to bring public education in tune with the requirements of
modern society.
My View 
Yule spirit fails to
halt people from killing
By DR. BENJAMIN MAYS
There is a song I hear over the ra-
dio: -Christmas is December's Fourth
of July." Evidently it means that hearts
are warm at Christmas. Peo .le
change gifts, a cease fire for a f e w
hours on the battle field, and millions
sing Christmas Carols. All this is well
and good but few hearts, if any, are
changed for the good as a result of
Christmas despite the fact that many
go to church and thousands are found in
church as the old year goes out and the
new one comes in. Despite the fact that
hearts are warm at Christmas, crime
does not take a holiday. People keep on
killing each other. Homicide rat e is
high, especially among blacks. We
blacks 'call each other brothers. b u t
brdthers continue to kill brothers.
Former Atty. Gen. Ramsey Clark,
has just written a book entitled Crime
in America." Although a murder may
occur anywhere and often does even in
families in very high places, it is a fact
as Clark's book reveals, that most mur-
ders and crimes take place in the heavi-
ly population areas in big cities and in
sections of the rural poor. Of course,
this means that there are more crime
and moie cases of murder among black
people than we find among whites —
that is, the percentage is higher among
Negroes.
This also means thah the rate of
crime and murder is highest among
the people who have had little school-
ing. So, crime and poverty are m or e
rampart among Negroes because there
is more illiteracy and less schooling
among Negroes. Detective Superinten-
dc'nt Clinton Chafin of Atlanta says:
"We know — that a murder in At-
'anta is most likely to occur inside the
:tome in a low income, area with the
most being a domestic one and the wea-
pon, in most cases, a cheap .22 caliber
pistol often costing less than $10. What
Chafin says about Atlanta is confirm-
ed by Clark in his new book.
Let us take a peep at Atlanta. In
1969, there were 175 homicides i nAtlan-
ta — 141 were Negroes and 34 we r e
whites. Of the 141 Negroes killed, 132
were killed by blacks and 7 were killed
by whites. Eighty percent of the mur-
dered in Atlanta in 1969 were blacks.
Of the 132 blacks killed, Negro male
killed Negro male 85. Negro male kill-
ed Negro female 16, Negro female kill-
ed Negro male 29, Negro female killed
Negro female 2. On the other side Ne-
gro male killed five white males and
two white females.
It is understandable that blacks are
killing blacks more than they are kill-
ing whites. Blacks live among blacks
in crowded, congested quarters. Of the
175 murdered in Atlanta in 1969, o n e
hundred and thirteen were killed in
homes. They occurred among the poor.
Better houses for the poor would no
doubt reduce the number of homicides.
As of December 10, 221 pe r son s
have been murdered in Atlanta in 1970
as over against 175 in 1969. This high
rate of blacks killing blacks can be
duplicated in many sections of the na-
tion.
POINT of VIEW
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
City councilman Wyth Chandler has
been elected chairman of that important
arm of local government.
Last Friday he is quoted as having
something that is most significant for
all residents of Memphis. He made a
statement relative to his view about re-
lationships between black and white cit-
izens of Memphis. Mr. Chandler is quot-
ed as having said, "I promisa.you that
I will do all I can as chairman to work
toward that end" (improving relations).
Establishing his philosophy on t h e
subject, Mr. Chandler said residents of
Memphis arc 'one family, and we must
think of the welfare of the whole family.
We can't give when one member of
the family throws a tantrum and makes
unreasonable demands.
"We have to sit down, talk it over
and do what is best for the whole fam-
ily."
From this point of view Mr. Chand-
ler has made a reasonable presentation
of his point of view about race rela-
tions. It was a timely statement, coming
f r om a lo c a 1 official occupying Mr.
Chandler's position. It was a timely state-
ment because many people, especially
blacks, become greatly apprehensive
when a man is described as "conserva-
tive." To many black people all ove r
America "conservative" has come to
mean a white person who is an out and
out racist ... one who has preconceived
ideas about black inferiority and second-
class black citizenship.
From this point of view every Amer-
ican has a ri g ht to h ow he classifies
himself ... conservative, moderate, or
liberal. The terms apply to both black
and white. The shape of a person's proj-
udices determine who he or she should
be classified. And that's understandable.
A Catholic nun arose in a racially mix-
ed audience some while back, and stated
that she had to hold on to some of her
prejudices. She said she needed some of
them to keep her outlook on life in focus.
And that was understandable.
And that makes it also understanda-
ble why black councilman, Atty. J. 0.
Patterson, after wishing Mr. Chandler
well as chairman of the ,council also
voiced disappointment Ott a black coun-
cilman had not been chosen as chair-
man for the ensuing year. Attorney Pat-
terson was voicing a point of view im-
plying the idea that improved race rela-
tions in Memphis will come about more
easily when it can be established in the
black community that confidence in the
attitude of fairness in the white majori-
ty is justified.
From this point of view Mr. Chand-
ler's statement opens A challenging ap-
proach to the future relationships of the
races in this community..
From the Weever 
Is citing youth crime
a society `cop-out'?
By AUDREY WEAVER
It's the 'in' thing for modern ex-
perts to come up with some 'expert in-
fo' whith either rocks you or brings on
a real sneer, but seldom enlightens one
even though the experts use figures to
make' their point.
Latest to get a "sneltr" reaction, es-
pecially in this neck of the woods, is
Michael Fooner, a Hunter College pro-
fessor, who has all the answers on youth
crime or lack of it. He insists that youth
crime is grossly exaggerated; that the
whole thing is simply an adult-m a d e
image of America's young people.
This New York criminologist, like
other experts, uses statistics to prove
that kids are still good, wholesome crea-
tures and that only a very, very small
number go astray. Wish we lived in the
same world he does.
In as many as five different neigh-
borhoods here adults claim that it's the
young people they are afraid of; not
the hardened crooks; that the new
breed of young offenders engage
in every description of vice and have
absolutely no regard for others. In fact
stark terror reigns in several of the pub-
lic housing projects here and it's all
brought on by the young.
And I wonder if Mr. Fooner is at
all up on Chicago's street gang prob-
lem . „where in the past three years
more than 800 teens were slain by
other teens because they wouldn't join
their particular 'gang or in gang rival-
ry. Now, that's no piddlin' few and it
was and Is shocking enough to be re-
garded as rising crime because those
lads are as dead as if they had been
slain by syndicated hoods.
Could it be that because this was
mostly young blacks killing young blacks
that those deaths didn't get into the
figures Prot. Fooner used? However,
since he didn't bring up the racial angle,
we'll stay on his ground. Now, the good
professor states:
"Auto theft is traditionally, associat-
ed with youth, yet police statistics show
persons under 18 are arrested only in
about 10.5 per cent of the cases."
So true, but what he fails to note
is that no arrests are made in thousands
and in many cases where yoyths are in-
volved in them, they are never put on
the arrest tallies because of their youth
and various other new rules. But they're
in there doing the stealing.
As a small example of the latter —
five vehicles were stolen from a near-
by office parking lot within a two-month
period. In each case, witnesses a a w
youths (14-16) get into the cars and take
off. However, no one was arrested in -ow
any of the thefts and each vehicle was
completely demolished when recovered.
Admittedly others are busy swiping
cars, but for the professor to almost
completely exonerate the young from
this field, is ridiculous.
He says pointing a finger at youth
crime is "society's cop-out," that "Amer-
icans have seen crime grow f r o m
about two million serious offenses in
160 to the present annual rate of 5.5
million, with the prospect of about 7 mil-
lion per year by the close of 1972. Mass
anxiety seeks relief from our feelings
of alarm by giving it a name — youth
crime."
Paradoxically, while claiming that
not too many youths are lulled into
crime, Prof. Fooner says American so-
ciety and its institutions have set the
tome for young people to be crooks by:
Establishing patterns of ciminal be-
h a v io r; establishing attitudes of tole-
rance for criminality; providing s u b-
stantial material rewards in criminal
careers; providing respectable ancillary
services for criminals including legal, ac-
counting, investment, public relations,
and by its economic substructures that
function with criminality accommodat-
ed segments of the restaurant, enter-
tainment, manufacturing and transpnv,
tation industries.
He adds that it is only natural that
a few youngsters are attracted to ca-
reers in crime, observing the opportu-
nities and rewards that exist.
Well. since it's such a natural, it
was a cinch to happen and it did. So
why polish it over by saying the 'na-
tural' is exaggerated. There's a whole
new ball game in youth crime in the
Windy City and concerned citizens can-
not afford to take it lightly or to ignore
it.
They have to come up with more
and more programs to keep young peo-
ple positively busy and for those w h o
have already strayed, there have to be
more rehabilitation projects.




The recent racial survey of students,
conducted by the school system re-
vealed that the Chicago system is over
65% non white, non-European if y o u
please. All manners of interpertations
will be concluded from data extracted
from the survey, including one b a sic
premise of this column that no decision
made by those who dominate that 65%
non-European system will be to the ben-
efit of the majority.
Previously, we have examined the
fact that the school superintendent could
have begun a beneficial desegregation
program if he had undertaken to dese-
gregate the money, instead of a few
hundred black teachers. Evidently, there
are no plans afoot to accomplish dese-
gregation economical.
The racial survey however, reveal-
ed still another area wherein the gener-
al superintendent could have m a de an
impact on benefiting the excluded "Ma-
jority."
Listed in the survey is one category
that covers: directors, coordinators, ad-
ministrators and administrative aides.
Standing head and shoulders above all
other departments in terms of minori-
ty exclusion is the superintendent's de-
partment of curriculum, headed up by
Dr. Lorraine M. Sullivan, assistant su-
perintendent.
That curriculum department stands
above the other departments because
this area has 18 persons listed in the
above mentioned category, third be-
hind the departments of area offices and
government funded programs. While Lhe
other departments list 13 blacks out of
29 positions and 7 Blacks out of 25 posi-
tions respectively, the curriculum de-
partment has not one Black person in
any of its 18 reported positions.
School curriculum, if you will re-
member, was referred to as being one
of three critical areas in the manage-
ment of any school system — the two
being finance and personnel. In a dis-
cussion of the Bundy Report on decen-
tralization of the New York City schools,
these three areas were cited as being
the ones wherein local communities
must get control if local control of
schools is to be a reality.
What subjects are to be taught, the
relevancy of the teachings, instruments
and books methods and techniques to
be'employed - all of these are aspects
of curriculum. In most student and com-
munity protests against the t ype
of schooling going, curriculum has been
at the heart of the grotest alongside the
issues of personnel and finance.
A positional analysis of the 18 di-
rectorships illustrates the importance of
these decisional slots. Kathryn Wendt,
dire c t o r, Bureau of Publications,
$19,452; Edwin Cudecki, director Divi-
sion Foreign Language, $18,732; Nell
Gonzalez, director, Div. Teaching Eng-
lish to non-English Speaking Children,
$17,028: Florence Gottschalk, director,
Div. Language Arts, $20,904.
Mary Greig, director, Div. Social
Studies, $19,452; Mary Emerson, direc-
tor, Div. of Art, $22,356; Don Minaglia,
director, Div. of Music, $20,184; Eliza-
beth Marshall, director, Div. of Radio,
$20,904; Carole Nolan, director, Div. In-
structional Television, $19.452; Lorraine
Devoe, director, Div. Instructional Ma-
terials, $23,808; Fred Rosengarden, di-
rector, Div. of Visual Education $20,904.
Miriam Peterson, Director, Div of
Libraries, $20,904; Louis Jorndt, Direc-
tor, Bureau Health, Physical Education
and Safety, $22,356; Barbara Hawkins,
Director. Div. Family Life Education,
$20,904; and Oscar Mall, Director, Div.
of R.O.T.C., $81,000.
Two special positions are Ja m es
Maloney, special coordinator, reading
and research, $23,088; a nd Ellen
Brachtl, district superintendent, $27,444.
In addition, of course, is the assistant
superintendent in charge of curriculum,
Lorraine Sullivan, $29,588.
This column has singled out 12 posi-
tions within the administrative functions
of the Board of Education as being most
vital and holding the greatest decision
making jurisdictions. It should be noted
that two of those "main twelve" are
namely the assistant superintendency
and directorship of instructional ma-
terials.
The assistant superintendency was
just this past summer assigned to Dr.
Sullivan, so evidently the general super-
intendent in DO ways intended to include
this department within his designs of
desegregation.
While we're on the subject of possi-
ble ,changes within the "main twdve"
we should note that another top deci-
sion spot was like-wise kept segregat-
ed - the associate superintendency in
charge of Operation Services. Frank
Mattox has been named to replace the
retiring Edwin Lederer.
Finally, we note that there are two
vacancies in directorships curriculum,
science and mathematics. Perhaps
HEW could advise the superintendent on















We can't hide from the fact that brother-
hood these days is not being "crowned from
sea to shining sea." A better word might be
"flattened." And that word "brotherhood" is
going to continue to have less and less meaning
unless all of us stop "tsk, tsk, tsking" and start
doindsomething tangible and constructive.
I'm referring to the great hordes of black
and white citizens who daily battle our national
problems by uttering such profound statements
as: "My God, what is this country coming to?"
Or..."This country will be better off once we
get rid of those irresponsible, long-haired kooks
and black militants."
No doubt this is a serious and perplexing
time for all Americans, black and white. But it's
not going to get better until we all start getting
involved. Begin by re-appraisingyour own feel-
ings and prejudices about people and things.
Stop hating people simply because they're
black, white, yellow or red. Look at them as in-
dividuals witb the same rights to opportunity
and happiness as you have.
With the polarization of the races rapidly
approaching the dangerous stage, the philos-
ophy of "I got mine, you get yours," must go. If




SeagrainDistillers Company, New York City, Blended Whiske
lhatitifully Gift Packaged at no Extra Cost.
Vietnam vet
cites bigotry
Continued From Page 1
that my wife's fair skin had been decep-
tive during her visit to the real estate
office.
"I was appalled when my visit to
the realtors' office caused havoc. It was
even more astonishing the following day
when I received a telephone call . stat-
ing that the Sylvan Drive house was no
longer for sale."
Since then, the Corr others have
sought vainly for proper accommodations
in both rental and purchase housing in
all parts of the city. Since then, too, Cap-
tain Corrothers has been shipped to Viet-
nam for a year's tour of duty. "It is my
intent," he wrote the Attorney General
from the war zone, "to legally pursue the
possibilities of occupying the Sylvan
Drive house."
He further states his intent "to pur-
chase the house of my choice, situated
in the location of my choice and com-
mensurate with my income. To settle for
anything less would be an imposition on
my family."
In a covering letter to Wilkins. the
army captain, requested the assistance al
the NAACP in his effort to secure hous-
ing in Bardstown. Julius Williams, the
association's director of armed services




Continued From Page 1
Dade, Inc., should be created by July 1,
1971; and that it should be an indepen-
dent agency with a board not to exceed
30 perspns, of whom one-third should be
poor people, and one-third community
leaders, and one-third offieials of local
government.
It was also suggested that the neigh-
borhood centers should have eventual in-
dependence and self-control; but that the
county should provide for "tight control"
of federal dollars requested, received an
spent.
The County Manager told the Com-
mission that the county will make im-
mediate application to the federal gov-
ernment for supplemental grants to con-
tinue operations for the rest of the fis-
cal year, which ends June 30. Most of
the programs are now funded only
through December 31.
He also asked and received authori-
zation to start employing new anti-pov-
erty workers immediately, but giving pri-
ority to the people who are working for
EOPI now and those who were fired in
a =waive budget cut last October.
CLASSIFIED
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may Blacks in Army angryreopen soon
Continued From Page 1
Thursday, that our target date of Jan-
uary 4, 1971 for initial re-opening could
not be met by them. At that time, the
target date for re-opening remained un-
certain. However, we have been inform-
ed a definite possibility exists that
Headstart operations can be resumed
within thirty days."
In reference to the City and County
Government Mr. Ewing said, "Commen-
dation is again due to both the City and
County Governments for their diligent
efforts to resume operation as soon as
possible. They have beerionost coopera-
tive."
During an earlier news conference
several job positions were announced,
Mr. Ewing said in reference to those
who had applied for positions. "Each ap-
plicant will be notified about their sta-
tus and the starting date for those per-
sons selected as soon as we have a writ-
ten commitment from the HEW."
Continued From Page 1
bases in Germany and elsewhere in Eu-
rope.
Simultaneously Defense Secretary
Melvin R. Laird issued a tough directive
ordering military commanders to s e t
"numerical goals and timetables f o r
ending discriminatory treatment, on and
off the base."
The directive, which was announced
by Roger T. Kelley, assistant defense
secretary for manpower, during R e n-
der's news conference on the task force
report.
At Mannheim and Karlsruhe in Ger-
many, the report said, a small group of
alienated blacks "could not be reached"
— which Render said meant they refus-
ed to talk to the task force.
Render told newsmen that the task
force had averted an "ugly situation"
by calming black troops in Germany who
were on the "edge of violent action."
In answer to a question, Render said
he did not think the combat effective-
ness of the troops had been affected yet
The task force listed as principal
causes of anger the failure of command
leadership, racial discrimination in prii-
motions, unfair treatment in work as-
signments, inadequate representation of
blacks in the military police, racial "po-
larization" in military clubs and other
"deficiencies."
Kelley conceded there is still only
token representation of blacks a m o ns
higher ranking military officers, but le
said the situation is better than it was
when he took office two years ago.
The report specified that U. S. com-
manders may declare off-limits t h o
housing developments or other establish-
ments that practice racial discrimina-
tion. But Kelley said that because of na-
tional differences, this authority h a s
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ROSEDALE—CALIF. CLING NO. 21/ CAN 29-0Z. HEAVY SYRUP
PEACHES SLICE ROSEDALECALIF.CLING
A R DEN FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES:::m
FLORIDA JUICE, BAG FLORIDA PASCAL
ORANGES:0 90:CELERY
CELLO WRAP JUICY FLA. BAG
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BUSINESS
BLACKTALK
Millemphis majorettes and students are a part
3if the Lane college Marching Band, who par-
-Eicipated in the 32nd Annual Blues Bowl,
:along with Lather Steinberg, who rendered
the "Memphis Blues" on his coronet. George
Whitney, program chairman, Maurice Hui-
her, co-chairman and Professor Kenneth C.
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MAIL ORDERS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM or














WHEN YOU USE A GUN
ON A MAN KILL HIM!
Carotain at: 12:45 3:55 7.45
. Angst at: 2:05 5:55 9:40
Selective Service
chief is black
RICHMOND Va. — (UPI)
— Ernest D. Fears, Korean
war draftee, was appointed
the nation's first black state
director of Selective Service
by Gov. Linwood Holton,
who was promised to make
Virginia "a model of race
relations."
Fears, 38, will succeed
Navy Capt. Charles L. Kes-
sler, 68, in the 822,885 a year
job. Kessler will retire Dec.
31 after 10 years in office.
Dr. Curtis Tan., National
Selective Service DirectOr,
also confirmed Fears' ap-
pointment for at least a
three-year term. Fears was
given a leave of absence by
predominantly black Nor-
folk State College, where he
is athletic director and phy-
sical education instructor.
His office staff in Rich-
mond will consist of five
military offices and 19 civi-
lians, Supervising the opera-
tion of 129 local drat boards
across the commonwealth.
The only previous black
selective directors have serv-
ed in the District of Colum-
bia and the Virgin Islands —
neither subject -.to nomina-
tion by an elected governor.
Fears, a native of Lees-
burg Fla. and son of a re-
tired Florida A&M professor
of secondary education, evad-
ed most questions during a
DRAFT FEANS
Wednesday n e ws confer-
ence, saying he had "not yet
been briefed" on Nationalt
Selective Service policies.
He had "no comment" im-
mediately on criticism of the
large number of black in-
ductees, the morality of the
Vietnam war and the ad-
ministration's civil rights po-
liticies.
But the 6-foot-4, nominee .
said he -sincerely shares'
some of the views and an-
xieties" of many young
Americans. He said he
expected his work as a col-
lege insturctor to pr ove
"valuable" in the selective
service post.
sponsored picinics and 'other
group entertainments that
Powell communion moves ahead
The Powell Communion Co.. has now expanded its
enterprise resulting from a recent franchise deal with
an undisclosed European company, which distributes
'disposable communion cups overseas
"At this time," said Mr. Lee 'Visky' Powell-
president of the company, "we have contracts with
three publishing houses." They are: Church of God
in Christ Publishing Co., A.M.E. Zion Publishing Co.,
and the C.M.E. Publishing House.
The pre-filled communion cups consist of com-
munion drink and bread in dual compartments of the
cup. The automation-produced container facilitates
the process of serving holy communion and alleviates
the -tedious task of washing the obselete glass con-
tainer, formerly used by some churches. The cups1
are disposable and unbreakable. "The birth of thej
ideal for packaged communion," said Mr. Powell,
"occurred in Church during holy communion services
in 1966.."
The company was later initiated as a corporation
in 1968 upon receiving one-hundred thousand dollars
from the Small Business Alliance and selling forty-,
thousand shares of stock at fifty dollars per share.
Officers of the M.T. Powell Communion Co., are
Lee Powell. pres., Mabra Holeyfield, exec. v. pres..
Leonard Small, chairman of the board, Bernice






















E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.
Buy Bonds
gave momentary release
from the tedium of farm
life. In August 1907, after
what must have been suc-
cessful harvest the Arbor
"moved and supported that
we buy six hundred lbs. of
Ice for picnic."
For Halloween that same
y e a r, they organized a
pumpkin-seed counting con-
test. With an eye to the long
winter ahead, the commit-
tee on games decided not
to pay more than 75 cent










$1695 to( 1st 100
$7 .50 iu.h uddlliontil .50
278-2630 1886 LAMAR
Customers are buying and
Saving more at . .
ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
Ulf Upper Avo. Pk. 811•4577
• Wire Ilieesa414if km%
• Ivorytlang in Handy supplIss
• Nom blood oonitemine
Ow* ell cloy Sow
downtown • union ave. • soothland
C S S
fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/
lo‘ely lingerie...
ideal gift for her'.
specially sized 42 to 52
A. washable nylon tricot accented by net and
floral loce at bodice and hem . . . front ihad-
ow panel . . . white or beige 1.00
B. luscious lace and deep permanently pleat-
ed hem on nylon tricot . . front shadow
















MAU, ORDERS: add 75c
ptmluge phis 4 tt% tax ,for -
Thilfrxxce ((cheery.
shop Southland Moll -,
nightly until 9 p.m. -
It's easy on ice.
And big on value.
Now it's easy to say Happy Holiday to all the Bourbon drinkers on your gift list.
1Ve've taken Kentucky Tacern's same mellow 8-year-old spirit and made
it big on value. Made it as easy to take as KT on ice.
(Kentucky Tavern has a unique smoothness.
It'll glide for ages on ice without losing its full-bodied mellowness.)*
And because you's e made KT America's fastest-growing Bourbon, just
con.aler the big ‘alue and the gift-wrapped package—our Holiday gift to Iott.'
Merry 8-year-old Kentucky Tavern.
ausnrriPreDiStillitinCamPani.Louisvilte•Owsnilioro. 8Iralaht limbo Whialtsy.S81100Ptooffloieedin OW%
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Memphians named to ACU Who's WhoMEM+
.The following Memphians
have been recently named to
"Who's Who Among S t u-
dents in American Colleges
and Universities" at South-
western At Memphis where
:ley are seniors:
-JKL1AN BOLTON, of 820
Claybrook, son of Mr.
10 id Mrs. Alex Bolton, 6128
gouth vermin, Chicago, Illi-
nois, Is a senior majoring
Di economics. Julian attend-
ed Father Bertrand High
tchool in Memphis pod was
Vaduated from Mt. Carmel
High School in Chicago. He
Las been active in the Black
'Indents' Association at
Southwestern, having served
as chairman of that group
since its organization on
campus.
ANN BROWN, daughter of
Mr. and Louis L. Brown,
4850 Dee Road, is a graduate
of Overton High School
where she was treasurer of
National Honor Society, and
a member of Mu Alpha The-
ta, Quill and Scroll, and the
yearbook staff. At South-
western she has served on
the Social Regulations Coun-
cil, the Women's Undergrad-
uate Board, and is current-
ly president of the Panhle-
lenic Council. She has been
active in the Kinney P r o-
gram and in Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority. Miss Brown is
majoring in psychology.
JAMES CARTER DOB-
BINS, son of Mr. and Mr.
and Mrs. C. R. Dobbins of
1785 Hayden Road, German-
town, is a philosophy ma-
jor, and at Southwestern he
has worked four years on
the Dilemma program. At
Central High School, where
he was graduated in 1966,
he was president of the La-
tin Club, and was a member
of the National Honor Socie-
ty and of the track team.
DONNA KAY FISHER is
a graduate of the Lausanne
School where she was presi-
dent of the National Honor
Society, editor of the paper,
a cheerleader, and named
recipient of the Grand
Champion Award for
Science, Bible, and La t i n.
At Southwestern she has
served as cheer leader, a
member of the Honor Coun-
cil, the Panhellenic Council,
the Student Center Board.
the Women's Undergraduate
Board, student counselor,
and secretary of the senior
class. She is a member of
Chi Omega sorority, Alpha
Psi Omega dramatics fra-
ternity. and Mortar Board
She is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. E F. Fisher of
1390 Stage Road, and her
major is political sceince.
HENRY HURY, on of Mr.
and Mrs. H. H. Hury, 1425
Alamo Street, is a gradu-
ate of Messick High School.
where he was a member of
the Student Council and
Thespians. At Southwestern
he has served on the follow-
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Dilemma. He is a member
of Alpha Tau Omega frater•
nity and an English ma-
jor.
MARCIA SWETT, also a
graduate of Messick High
School, will be remembered
for her many honors both in
high school and college. She
was Teen-ager of the Week
in 1966. as well as Mem-
phis Junior Miss, and Mem-
phis Miss Dance; she receiv-
ed the DAR Good Citizenship
Award and at Messick was
president of the student bo-
dy and a member of Mu Al-
pha Theta, National Honor
Society, and Thespians. At
Southwestern she was chos-
en outstanding sophomore
woman by Mortar Board, to
which she was also named
to membership she was a
favorite in the Lynx Beauty
Revue, and she has served
as Student Government sen-
ator, Women's Undergradu-
ate Board commissioner, jun-
ior class president, and is
a member of Delta Delta
Delta sorority. Her parents
are Mr. and Mrs. M W.
Swett of 3561 Rhodes Road.
What's new?
A new digital clock radio
features an AM/FM radio,
leaflike clock numerals
and a "target" dial scale
with a midnight black
facade. The large numeral-
ed clock stays lit at all
times, and the radio
dial scale lights up only
when the radio is on, the
manufacturerer says. The
unit is housed in a walnut
grain cabinet.
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'By BILL NUNN, JR.
PITTSBURGH. Pa — The true test of a great
athlete is his ability to perform at top level consis-
tently. And in presenting the 46th annual ?ittsburgh
Courier AU America Football Team for 1970 we have
come up with 22 super athletes who fit that descrip-
tion perfectly.
The players who compose this year's team —
after some of the closest balloting on the part of
college coaches and professonal football scouts in the
long and glittering history of the selections — have
come through the past season in superb style. Week
after week, despite having the opposition make special
plans to derail them, they have managed to stand
out above the crowd. They have proven beyond a
shadow of a doubt that excellence reaps its own re-
ward.
In the case of the 1970 team, their stellar perfor-
mances are going to be spotlighted once again. For
on the night of Jan. 8, in the glamorous surroundings
of, the Pittsburgh Hilton Hotel, the 22 members of the
team will be hailed for all the world to see at the
seventh annual Pittsburgh Courier-Royal Crown Cola
All America banquet. Slated to be on hand to meet
and greet these top athletes will be their coaches
alicl some of the top names in the world of sports..
For the men who took part in the balloting it was
generally agreed that the members of this year's
team are some of the most talented in the star studded
history of the selections. There is size, speed and
strength galore.
Lloyd Wells, the talented scout with the World
Champion Kansas City Chiefs summed of the team
this way. "If a pro team could take this ball club
Intact they would gladly pay more than a million
dollars for the athletes."
There is every reason to believe that Wells is right
in his appraisal. Of the 22 players who make up the
team. all are seniors with the exception of two .Jun-
iors. Of this group two are back as repeaters from
the 1969 team. They are Grambling's phenqmenal run-
ning and pass catching whiz, Frank Lewis and Bivian
Lee. one of the toughest defensive backs to ever come
down the pike from Prairie View A&M College.
The two teams who placed the majority of players
on the team are Tennessee State University, back on
top as mythical National Champions for 1970 and
Grambling, a team that has been noted for its super
athletes over the years. Both placed three men on
the starting 22. Right behind these two clubs are Al-
corn A&M, North Carolina A&T and Texas Southern.
Each had two players on the team.
Tennessee, which finished its regular sea-son with
a perfect record of 10 wins and no defeats, had one of
the two Juniors on the team. He is quarterback Joe
Gilliam, Jr., son of Tennessee State Coach Joe Gil-
liam, who came into his own this year as one of the
premiere passers in all of football.
In providing the spark for an outstanding Ten-
nessee team. Gilliam did it all. On the year he com-
pleted 88 passes for 1,530 yards and 15 touchdowns.
He did this despite missing the last game of the sea-
son against Bishop College because of injuries.
One of Gilliam's favorite receivers this season is
another All America selection. He is receiver David
Davis, who hauled in 35 passes for 767 yards and
eight touchdowns.
The other player from Tennessee to make the
team could be the best of them all. He is Vernon
Holland, a 6-6 275 pound offensive tackle. who the
professionals figure will be a first round draft selec-
tion this year.
Lewis of course was the man who made Gramb-
ling go. Despite being hobbled with a bad leg this
year. Lewis still caught 25 passes for 411 yards. scored
13 touchdowns and inspired constant panic as a runner
in the open field with his bewildering starting, stopping
and scissoring through and around the opposition.
Joining Lewis on the team from Grambling are
Richard Harris. a powerful 6-5, 265 pound defensive
end and Sam Holden. an awesome 6-4, 266 pound
guard.
With Gilliam and Lewis in our talented backfield
are Tim Beamer, a 185 pound swifty from Johnson
C. Smith University who has been officially clocked
in the 100 yard dash in 9.3 seconds and Steve Davis,
the devastating ball carrier from Delaware State Col-
lege and the first player from that school to be so
honored.
Davis, who weighs 210 and runs like the wind,
did it all for Delaware State this year in leading the
team to a 6-2 record. On the year Davis ran for 989
yards on the ground and scored 12 touchdowns. In six
of the Hornets eight games he went over the century
mark in rushing, picking up 261 yards in 36 carries
against Lock Haven State.
Joining Davis, Holland and Holden on the offen-
sive line, which averages 238 pounds from end to end
are Ray Jarvis, the phenomenal pass catcher from
Norfolk State; Harold Bell, the man killing offensive
tackle from Morgan; Melvin Holmes, powerful North
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DS—Psee -44 C. Cabels
All-Amprican teams 'big', talented
ter from Jackson State ('ollege.
The rest of the defensive line along with Harris
is big, strong and fast. From end to end they average
a whopping 247 pounds. Beside Harris at dettnsive








Tuskegee. The tackles are Maulty Moore of Bethune
('ookman and Anthony McGee of Bishop. At the guard
spot is Ernest Holes, a 275 pounder from Texas South-
ern. The linebackers are Isiah Robertson of Southern,
a can't miss pro product and Ralph Coleman, hard




hitting Junior from A&T.
Bivian Lee has plenty of good company in the
defensive backfield. Two — Willie Alexander ariu Cleo.
Johnson, hail from Alcorn College and the other,
Nathaniel Allen comes from Texas Southern.
RB Steve Davis
LB Isiah Robertson
, LB Ralph 
Coleman




Pos. Player School Hgt. Wgt. Yr.
TE David Davis Tenn. State 6-2 177 Sr.
WE Ray Jarvis Norfolk State 6-0 185 Sr.
T Vernon Holland `Tenn. State 6-6 276 Sr.
T Harold Bell 'Morgan State 6-4 275 Sr.
G Sam Holden Grambling 6-4 266 Sr.
G Melvin Holmes N.C. A&T 6-2 252 Sr.
C Charles Elli Jackson 6-5 240 Sr.
FL Frank Lewis Grambling 6-1 196 Sr.
RB Tim Beamer J.C. Smith 5-10 185 Sr.
RB Steve Davis Delaware St. 6-1 210 Sr.
QB Joe Gilliam Jr. Tenn. State 6-3 184 Jr.
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DEFENSE
Pos. Player School Hgt. Wgt. Yr.
E Arthur May Tuskegee 6-3 245 Sr.
E Richard Harris Grambling 6-5 265 Sr.
T Maulty Moore B. Cookman 6-4 258 Sr.
T Anthony McGee Bishop 6-3 240 Sr.
MG Anthony Holmes Texas Sou. 6-3 275 Sr.
LB Isiah Robertson Southern 6-3 228 Sr.
,N LB Ralph Coleman N.C. A&T 6-21,'2 223 Jr.
CB Bivian Lee Prairie View ?, 6-3 202 Sr.
CB Will Alexander) Alcorn 6-2 195 Sr.
DS Nathaniel Allen Texas Sou. 5-11 173 Sr.
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